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Imagine the possibilities for voicing and orchestration afforded by two pianos — two hand-
crafted Shigeru Kawai SK3 grands, to be precise — when played by such accomplished 
masters of the keyboard as Dan Cavanagh and James Miley. On Another Life, their new 
album for duo piano, synths, and the extraordinary GRAMMY-nominated John Hollenbeck on 
drums, Cavanagh and Miley are in the finest virtuosic form, not only as players but also as 
sound designers and forward-thinking artists. What was originally intended as a launching pad 
for an arranging project for big band, Cavanagh recalls, seemed to cry out for documentation in 
its own right: a two-piano group with additional electronics. 
  
Spurred in part by the pandemic, Cavanagh and Miley found themselves in their respective 
corners adding further sonic dimension to Another Life with Logic and MIDI, using synthesizer 
packages to thicken and color the timbres, accentuate melodies and bass as well. “The 
electronics pieces took place over time,” says Cavanagh, “with James and I sending versions 
back and forth over a few months. It was, in some ways, a very group-compositional process.” 
  
At that point, Cavanagh adds, “we decided it would be great to add percussion or drums. James 
and I both love John Hollenbeck’s drumming and have for years, and his compositional prowess 
certainly added to the focus of the project (all three of us are composers).” With his unerring 
beat and approach to sound and dynamics, Hollenbeck perfectly suits the repertoire that 
Cavanagh and Miley bring to light on Another Life. “Once John sent us his drum tracks,” Miley 
recalls, “we re-envisioned the electronic aspect of the project, dropping synths from five of the 
nine tunes entirely. The end result sounds as if we all dropped into the studio and recorded live 
as a trio. That’s all John.” 
  
Miley further specifies some of the electronics that were employed: Logic Studio with Arturia’s 
Analog Lab IV, Mini-V and Stage 73, Spectrasonics Omnisphere, and Apple’s own Sculpture 
plug-in. “The sub bass on ‘Stealing Amsterdam,’ ‘The Dawn Wall’ and ‘Another Life’ is just a 
subtly tweaked stock patch from Apple’s workhorse ES-1 analog synth plugin,” Miley reveals. 
“Who knew?” 
  
What anchors the set, however, is the authoritative acoustic piano playing that Cavanagh and 
Miley each bring to the table. With formidable technique and beauty of tone, these fine 
improvisers take flight, divvying up plentiful soloing space in these welcoming compositions. By 
way of identification: Cavanagh solos first on the opening mashup, Miley second; on “Stealing 
Amsterdam” and “Evening Falls” it is Miley first, then Cavanagh. On “Kapo’i” it is Cavanagh 
only. 



  
In addition to the three pieces by each of the co-leaders and a wholly spontaneous duo 
improvisation, there are two finely executed pop arrangements: “Royals” by Lorde, marked by 
its gloriously sludgy bass tones, and “All the Things in Their Right Places,” which juxtaposes 
Radiohead’s “Everything In Its Right Place” with Jerome Kern’s ubiquitous jazz standard “All the 
Things You Are,” taking each tune to new places harmonically. 
 
“I was very honored to be asked to play on this project,” Hollenbeck says. “Dan and James had 
clear concepts, great charts, and pristine recordings, so it was up to me to try to make this 
sound like a band — a normal objective for any drummer, but it took on new meaning here. I 
tried to treat it like a live session, going through all the tunes in a day as if we were playing them 
live. I’m now looking forward to doing exactly that with the guys, as soon as possible!” 
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